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Abstract The path to the discovery of galvanic solid
electrolyte gas cells (J.-M. Gaugain 1853) and to the
®rst industrially produced solid electrolyte gas cells
(Nernst lamps 1897) is described. The development of
the fundamentals of solid electrolyte fuel cells started
with the work of Haber 1905, Schottky 1935, Baur 1937
and Wagner 1943. Extensive work in the ®eld of solid
oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) was done in the ®fties by Peters
and MoÈ bius. After 1960, a rapidly growing number of
scientists worked on the di�erent problems of SOFCs,
and by 1970 the basis was established on which the
broad technologically orientated development of SO-
FCs proceeds today.
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The path to the ®rst industrially produced solid
electrolyte gas cells

Starting in 1800, Davy carried out many investigations
into the electrolysis of water and aqueous solutions.
Experiments using more and more concentrated solu-
tions of alkali hydroxides led to melting ¯ux electrolysis
and in 1807 to the discovery of alkali metals [1]. Davy
observed that dried solid alkali compounds were non-
conductors but became electrically conducting through
just a little moisture. For Faraday it seemed to be an
important law that many substances, electrically con-
ducting in the liquid state, lost their conductivity during
solidi®cation [2]. In his continuing investigations,
Faraday introduced the basic terminology of electro-
chemistry, and with the aid of many results concerning
the concept ``electrolyte'' in 1834 he came to the clas-

si®cation of substances into ®rst and second types of
conductors [3]. This meant an essential simpli®cation,
for example compared with the distinction between ®ve
classes by Erman [4]. But it is interesting that in this
classi®cation, given in 1806, even the term ``unipolar
conductor'' plays an essential role; Erman observed that
when ``solid alkali soaps were brought into the highest
degree of dryness'' e�ects were only obtained at one
terminal of the applied current source.

Faraday encountered problems with the classi®ca-
tion of silver sul®de, which exhibited conductivities
comparable to metals in the high temperature range,
but, in contrast to metals, lost its conductivity upon
cooling down [2]. Hittorf (1851) devoted himself to this
special problem and proved that Ag2S is electrolytically
decomposable [5]. The generation of a counter voltage
(polarisation by chemical precipitation) during the
passage of a current was recognised as a characteristic
feature of electrolytic conductivity of solids [5, 6], and
this led to the discovery of an increasing number of
solid conductors of the second class.

As early as 1774 Cavendish [7] had observed an in-
crease in the conductivity of glass on heating. The
electrolytic nature of this conduction was discovered by
Beetz [8] and Bu� [9] in 1854. Using mercury, zinc
amalgam, various solid metals, carbon, and pyrolusite
(MnO2) as electrodes, Bu� demonstrated galvanic cells
and batteries free of water ``in which glass takes over
the role of the moist conductor'', and he investigated
the associated voltage and polarisability.

A short period before, Gaugain [10] and Becquerel
[11] had published experiments on the thermoelectricity
between metal contacts on glass and porcelain. Bu� [9]
reproduced the results, which turned out very di�er-
ently depending on the position of the contacts in oxi-
dising or reducing regions of ¯ames, and he interpreted
the voltages as a mixture of thermoelectric forces and
voltages which he had previously observed between
bare platinum wires in ¯ames [12]. But Gaugain inves-
tigated his cells, which at ®rst were made of two tubes of
glass, platinum wires, air and alcohol vapour, in more
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detail [13]. He observed their e�ect on capacitors and
their delivery of current, the polarity of the electrodes
and their behaviour if the electrode metals or the gas
supply were changed. He also noted the large voltage
alteration when di�erent gases were mixed with oxygen
beyond a certain proportion (known today as the jump
at the stoichiometric point k � 1), and phenomena as-
sociated with an iron/air cell which convinced him of
the decisive role of oxygen in the electrode reaction.
Although restricted by the lack of sensitivity of the
available measuring device (a leaf electroscope) so that
small voltage di�erences could not be detected, Gau-
gain nevertheless found that ``the new source of elec-
tricity possesses all the characteristic features of an
aqueous-electric cell'', and thus he discovered in 1853
galvanic solid electrolyte gas cells. (See the translation at
the end of this paper.)

A glass was also the ®rst solid where the law of
Faraday was veri®ed by transference measurements.
Warburg observed [14] that during electrolysis between
sodium amalgam (anode) and mercury (cathode) at
300°C, a soda-lime glass remained transparent, but with
other electrodes, interfacial layers exhibiting large
electric resistances were produced. Obviously only so-
dium ions migrated through the glass, which could
therefore be classi®ed as one of the unipolar conductors
mentioned by Ohm [15].

Towards the end of the 19th century the term ``solid
electrolyte'' was in use, and many facts were known
about the behaviour of these materials. The ``Science of
Electricity'' by Wiedemann (1893/98) includes the
chapters ``Conductivity of Solid Salts'' and ``Determi-
nation of the Electromotive Force. - Two Metals and
Solid Electrolytes'' and ``Electrolysis of Solid Electro-
lytes'' [16]. However, in Ostwald's ``Treatise on Elec-
trochemistry'' (1885/1917) solid electrolytes are not
mentioned [17]; they were at that time a domain of the
physicist.

A technological interest in solid ion conductors ®rst
arose in connection with the development of electric
lighting devices. Early carbon ®lament lamps manu-
factured since about 1880 could not compete with the
existing gas incandescent light. In 1897, Nernst sug-
gested in a patent [18] that second-class conductors in
the form of a thin rod could be made electrically con-
ducting by means of an auxiliary heating appliance and
then kept glowing by the passage of an electric current.
At ®rst Nernst mentioned only ``lime, magnesia, and
those sort of substances'' as appropriate conductors.
Later investigations stimulated by experiences with gas
mantles led to his observation ``that the conductivity of
pure oxides rises very slowly with temperature and re-
mains relatively low, whereas mixtures possess an
enormously much greater conductivity, a result in
complete agreement with the known behaviour of liquid
electrolytes'' [19]. He pointed out that, for example, the
conductivity of pure water and pure common salt is low
but that of an aqueous salt solution is high. In a short
time many of the mixed oxides which exhibit high

conductivity at elevated temperatures [20], including the
particularly favourable composition 85% zirconia and
15% yttria [21], the so-called Nernst mass [22, 23], were
identi®ed. The thesis studies of Reynolds 21 inspired by
Nernst, and presented in 1902, were a considerable
achievement. These concerned the conductivity in the
range 800±1400°C of numerous binary and ternary
systems, among others, formed by ZrO2 with the oxides
of the elements La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Ho, Er, Yb, Y, Sc, Mg,
Ca, Th and U, including investigations on the role of
composition, concentration, direction of temperature
alteration (hysteresis) and other phenomena.

Figure 1 shows one of the many designs of the
Nernst lamp [25, 26]. When the lamp is switched on, the
voltage is applied to the Nernst rod, h, and to the
parallel heating resistor, i. Both these components were
incorporated in a glass envelope containing air. After
su�cient preheating, the current starts ¯owing through
the Nernst rod h and through the winding k of an
electromagnet b. At a speci®ed electric current the
magnet switches o� the heater by opening the contacts
between m and l and then the Nernst rod emits light due
to resistive heat generation.

The light e�ciency of the Nernst lamp exceeded that
of the carbon ®lament lamp by nearly 80%. However
there were problems. It was di�cult to fabricate reliable
contacts to the glower, and the platinum leads and
heater made the lamp expensive. The glowers had to be
prevented from melting with the aid of special series
resistors. It was necessary to wait in darkness for half a
minute after switching on the lamp until the light ap-
peared. In view of these and other disadvantages, inte-
rest in the Nernst lamp, although considerable for a few
years, soon disappeared in 1905 with the introduction
of the ®rst tungsten ®lament lamps, which were much
simpler and permitted a substantial increase in the light
e�ciency by raising the glow temperature.

The Nernst glowers were similar to metallic con-
ductors in that decomposition did not occur with the
passage of direct current. Nevertheless, Nernst was

Fig. 1 Arrangement of a Nernst glower in a lamp (DRP 114 241,
®led Apr 9,1899)
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convinced that his glowers were ionic conductors, and
he assumed that in zirconia the oxidic additions were
dissociated to some extent and able to provide the
necessary charge carriers [19]. He observed evidence of
oxygen transport, but believed that metal cations were
also deposited by the direct current, and, after imme-
diate oxidation by the surrounding air, the resulting
oxides di�used back into the glower. Transference
number measurements were not performed on the
Nernst mass at that time. It was not until 1943 that
Wagner ([27] in memoriam Walther Nernst, 18 No-
vember 1941) recognised the existence of vacancies in
the anion sublattice of mixed oxide solid solutions and
thus explained the conduction mechanism of the Nernst
glowers. We now know that Nernst glowers are oxide
ion conductors and the platinum contacts behaved as
air electrodes. It follows that Nernst lamps were the ®rst
commercially produced solid electrolyte gas cells.

The development of fundamentals of solid
electrolyte fuel cells up to 1960

Electrochemistry was given an important impetus by its
connection with thermodynamics, discovered by
Helmholtz in 1882 [28]. In 1894 Ostwald illustrated the
advantages resulting when energy from coal is produced
not with a steam engine but directly with a galvanic cell
[29].

The agreement between the voltages measured with
galvanic solid electrolyte gas cells and calculated ther-
modynamically had already been veri®ed by Haber and
coworkers in 1905. From 330 to 570°C they used glass
and from 800 to 1100°C porcelain as the electrolyte, and
partly platinum, partly gold as the material for the
electrodes in cells, ®rst with C, CO, CO2 and O2 [30],
then in oxyhydrogen cells, and then in hydrogen and
oxygen concentration cells [31, 32]. Typical phenomena
such as the dependence of the voltage on the gas ¯ux,
deviations from zero (`asymmetry voltages'), and with
decreasing temperature increasing sluggishness in the
establishment of constant voltages were observed. Par-
allel to the publication of the results, Haber ®led the
®rst patent on fuel cells with a solid electrolyte [33]
(Fig. 2). To compensate for alterations in the solid

electrolyte of glass by the migration of ions caused by
current, he proposed to exchange the gases in the elec-
trode chambers as soon as disturbing alterations were
noticed.

The decomposition equilibria of metal oxides were
investigated in 1916 by Treadwell in the region of
1000°C, with quartz and porcelain as solid electrolytes
and with a silver electrode, oxygen-saturated at normal
pressure, as the reference system [34]. After these
investigations Baur and Treadwell ®led a patent on fuel
cells with metal oxides as the electrodes and ceramic
solids with salt melts in the pores as electrolyte [35].
Only after many fruitless experiments with liquid elec-
trolytes of di�erent types did Baur 1937 come to the
conclusion that fuel cells have to be made completely
dry [36]. But the extensive empirical search by Baur [22,
37±39] and other authors up to the 1950s for suitable
solid electrolytes, covering glasses, porcelains, clays and
a great variety of oxide mixtures, were unsuccessful.

The empirical phase of the development of solid
electrolyte fuel cells was overcome only after many
general advances in research on solids. These included
development of X-ray structure analysis, new know-
ledge on the ion conduction of solids from the mea-
surements of transport numbers by Tubandt (®rst
detection of unipolar conduction by anions), the es-
tablishment of the theory of disorders in solids con-
nected ®rstly with the names Frenkel, Schottky, Wagner
and Jost, and the development of the methods for the
investigation of di�usion processes in solids with stable
and unstable isotopes.

Starting from knowledge of e�ects caused by small
excesses of components in salts and oxides, Schottky
investigated problems of fuel cells with solid electrolytes
in 1935 [40] and suggested that a comprehensive patent
should be applied for by Siemens and Halske [41]
(Fig. 3). He pointed out the advantages of solid over
liquid electrolytes such as the feasibility of small layer
thicknesses, less disturbance by ambipolar and neutral
di�usion processes, and small absolute concentrations
for the realisation of chemical potential di�erences in
solids. He considered, among other things, porous me-
tallic electrodes and electronic semiconductors forming
intermediate or main electrodes (with the demand that
no continuous series of mixed crystals with the elec-
trolyte material should be formed), and he discussed
cyclic processes for the continuous supply of the elec-
trode chambers, self-regulation of the temperature, and
repeated temporary chemical alternation of the polarity
of the cells by changing the gas supply. Concerning the
electrolytes, for which Schottky demanded a conduc-
tivity near 0.3 S/cm, halogenides, sulfates, carbonates
and phosphates but no oxides were taken into consid-
eration. An electrochemical exploitation of the com-
bustion of coal seemed to be less feasible than that of
the formation of hydrogen chloride.

Zirconia ceramics was ®rst used in fuel cells in 1937
by Baur and Preis [22]. They wrote on the Degussa tube
crucibles used (16 mm ´ 12 mm ´ 190 mm): ``Unsur-

Fig. 2 First diagram (1905) of a fuel cell with solid electrolytes [33].
Generator gas passed from 1 to 2 through chamber A (440°C) with
parallel glass tubes g covered on both sides with thin layers of noble
metal and swept inside by air
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passed is the Nernst mass. But even this mixture is not
satisfactory because the current enhances resistance
considerably ... by electrolytic shift (migration away of
the cations)''. The problems were possibly caused by the
material used for the cathodes (mill scale, Fe3O4, Fig. 4),
which at 1000°C in air it is to be expected (in accor-
dance with results obtained at the same place, ZuÈ rich
[34]) to oxidise to form poorly conducting Fe2O3

(considered by Biefeld in 1944 [42]). So the wrong
conclusion was drawn: ``One has to look for an im-
provement of the Nernst mass or to put alongside it
solid conductors of higher value.''

After his statements on the mechanism of conduc-
tion in the Nernst glower, Wagner had pointed out that,
for fuel cells with solid electrolytes, solely anion con-
ductors could be taken into consideration, and for this

reason systematic investigations of the mixed crystal
systems of the type of the Nernst glower mass are de-
sirable [27]. In 1951 Hund con®rmed, with X-ray crys-
tallographic and pycnometric investigations, the
existence of oxide ion vacancies in the Nernst mass [43].
Hau�e, having worked from 1936 to 1940 in Darmstadt
with Wagner [44], followed up the suggestions received
and left to Peters (in 1951 in Greifswald) the inves-
tigation of the lattice structure and the electric con-
ductivity of some mixed oxides of the type of the Nernst
mass (ZrO2-Y2O3, ThO2 and CeO2 with Y2O3 and
La2O3). After Hau�e had left for Berlin, the thesis was
®nished in Rostock in 1953 [45]. There in 1954 Peters
gave MoÈ bius the task of pursuing the subject with the
preparation and investigation of galvanic cells using the
mixed-oxidic phases covered in his thesis.

The investigations [46], using model fuel cells
(Fig. 5a), were to lead to the most appropriate mixed
oxides and electrode arrangements, the requirements
for the single component parts and the most favourable
conditions of working. After experiments with iron
oxides, magnesium ferrite (following Biefeld [42]) and
composites of iron and alumina, the electrodes were
prepared mainly with thin porous layers of platinum,
nickel and iron to facilitate the solution of many com-
plex problems. Very soon it was seen that completely

Fig. 3 Solid electrolyte fuel cell speci®ed in a patent by Siemens and
Halske [41] (inventor Schottky W, ®led Apr 6, 1935).W walls of a
closed electrically isolating casing, E solid electrolyte disks with a
thickness of the order of mm,O chambers with O2 or air,R chambers
with gas mixtures containing CO and CO2, o and r gas lines to the
chambers O and R

Fig. 4a, b Fuel cell arrangement of Baur and Preis (1937) [22, 35±
39]. a Investigated cells also with Nernst mass as solid electrolyte (F).
b Proposal for the realisation of batteries of such fuel cells

Fig. 5 a Cross section of galvanic cells with oxides as solid electrolyte
investigated by Peters andMoÈ bius (1958) [46, 48]. bDraft of an SOFC
plant as a basis for calculations in re¯ections on [46]; see [79]
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gastight solid electrolyte discs of highly pure substances
had to be produced if the measurements were to lead to
useful results. Compounds of thorium, cerium and
lanthanum were e�ectively puri®ed as ammonium
double nitrates by crystallization from hot concentrated
nitric acid and by fractional precipitation of hydroxides
(La). Bearing in mind experience of oxide ceramics [47],
powders of mixed oxides and pressed solids were pro-
duced with the puri®ed substances and various gastight
discs, 25 mm in diameter and 1±2 mm thick, could be
sintered at temperatures up to 1920°C in a stream of
oxygen on an underlay stack Al2O3 MgAl2O4 ThO2 in
alumina protecting tubes in a Tammann carbon tube
furnace (original GoÈ ttingen 1925). ZrO2 for this inves-
tigation was available here at that time only in the form
of a mixture with Y2O3 as a residue from the inves-
tigations of Peters (an embargo and the development of
atomic industry made it di�cult to obtain). In long
investigations (in all, the preparation of 74 solid elec-
trolyte discs and the carrying out of 100 experiments
from 5 August 1955 to 3 July 1957 were recorded),
measurements were made of voltages of cells with var-
ious compositions of solid electrolyte, electrodes and
gas phases in the temperature range between 300 and
1350°C, and results were compared with thermody-
namically calculated values.

A fundamental problem in achieving high e�ciency
of solid electrolyte fuel cells was seen to be the possi-
bility of internal short circuit by electronic conduction
of the electrolytes. Now the results of the measurements
made clear that in the case of Th-La mixed oxides, even
with only 1 mol% LaO1.5 the ion transport number 1
was reached, admittedly only with reducing gas on both
electrodes (in CO,CO2 concentration cells); in the oxy-
gene/air cell even at 10 mol% LaO1.5 this number came
only near 0.8. Solid electrolytes of Ce0.9La0.1O1.95 broke
into pieces in CO,CO2/O2 cells between 700 and 840°C,
reaching the mean ionic transport number 0.8. For the
available ZrO2 solid electrolyte (with 50 mol% YO1.5)
in the oxygen/air cell, the ion transport number came
above 0.93. With this solid electrolyte in a CO,CO2,
Fe3O4/Pt,O2 cell, thermodynamical data were obtained
from the cell voltage which were close to the data from
the literature for the CO2 dissociation equilibrium de-
termined in other ways [48]. Corresponding data for the
Boudouard equilibrium were obtained from the voltage
of a CO,C,Fe/Th0.9La0.1O1,95/FeO,CO,CO2 cell using
only the reactive carbon precipitated out of CO; the iron
in metallic or oxidic form in the electrodes supported
the establishment of the electrode potential catalytically.

The good agreement between measured and calcu-
lated data found in these cases was the basis on which
the potentiometric determination of gas concentrations
with solid electrolyte cells and ®rst designs of probes for
the in situ analysis of hot gases (reference electrode e. g.
Ni,NiO or a gas with known oxygen partial pressure)
were ®led 1958 as an application for a patent [49].
Calculations of oxygen partial pressures in puri®ed ni-
trogen using the measured cell voltages of solid elec-

trolyte cells investigated were already performed by the
end of 1955. 1 In accordance with the experience col-
lected on fuel cells, potentiometric gas analysis with
solid electrolyte cells was applicable to oxidizing and
reducing gases. The fundamentals of gas potentiometry
were presented accordingly [50], including the ``neutral''
transition ®eld. Calculations and measurements in the
case of potentiometric titrations of di�erent gases were
in good agreement over the whole range [51]. (The
sudden change of the cell voltage of a hydrogen/air cell
at the equivalence point when oxygen was fed to the
hydrogen has already been shown graphically by Archer
et al. [52, 53]). With this, the treatment of solid elec-
trolyte fuel cells led to the phenomenon which today is
used a millionfold in the lambda probes of cars. (A
zirconia cell working potentiometrically was ®rst pro-
posed by LOOS in 1969 as a sensor for O2 and CO for
the regulation of the air/fuel ratio in cars, still without
knowledge of the jump of the cell voltage at k � 1 [54].)

On the basis of the results on ion transport numbers
the investigations of Peters and Mann on metal, metal
oxide systems, with Th0.9La0.1O1.95 as the solid elec-
trolyte, were performed not opposite O2 but opposite
CO,CO2-mixtures [55]. Kiukkola and Wagner ®rst used
the advantageous CaO-stabilized ZrO2 as the solid
electrolyte for thermodynamical investigations [56], but
they could not realise the intended measurements op-
posite a gas electrode because their solid electrolytes
were porous (C. Wagner, Private communication to
H. Peters).

The above-mentioned papers published in 1957/58
set o� many activities in various parts of the world in
the ®eld of solid-state electrochemistry. In this deve-
lopment, solid electrolytes on the basis of ZrO2 domi-
nated immediately, for example in the ®rst device
described by Weissbart and Ruka for the measurement
of oxygen with a high-temperature galvanic cell [57].
The intensive treatment of solid electrolytes on the basis
of ThO2 in Rostock had several reasons. In 1948,
Ryschkewitsch [47] pointed out that a large-scale tech-
nical application of ThO2 was still lacking, that in the
1950s in the development of nuclear energy it seemed
that more zirconium than thorium was needed, and that
mixed oxides with ThO2 are crystallographically simpler
than those with ZrO2. The processing of the thorium
compounds was done at that time without any measures
for radiation protection.

The electronic part of conduction of electrolytes on
the basis of ThO2, increasing with the oxygen partial
pressure (oxidation semiconduction), could be ob-
served even with pure white mixed oxides (free from
polyvalent cations). During the establishment of the
electrode potentials there were signs of solubility of
oxygen in the lattice. These facts led to the conclusion

1 This was an essential fact in a patent dispute between Babcock
and Wilcox, Canada and Westinghouse Electric, USA, who
claimed that the ®rst measurements of oxygen with solid electro-
lytes were made in USA in May 1958.
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that the electronic conduction observed arises in the
anion sublattice and that generally in mixed oxides
with oxide ion vacancies defect electrons can exist
represented by monovalent negative oxide ions. The
hole conduction even of solid electrolytes on the basis
of ZrO2 with practically 100% ionic conduction ®rst
made itself disadvantageously felt in cells with Ni,NiO
reference electrodes for gas potentiometry [49, 58]
when tested in air by the oxygen permeability, which
was measured potentiometrically directly in 1965 [59].
The excess electron conduction after partial reduction
of stabilized ZrO2 (reduction semiconduction) arising
in the cation sublattice was described by Schmalzried
in 1962 [60].

Lack of clarity existed concerning the cause of rela-
tively stable cell voltages repeatedly observed below
600°C with the oxygen/air cell, which sometimes far
exceeded the expected thermodynamic values. The in-
terpretation was given only 20 years later by Hartung,
with the discovery that traces of combustible substances
in the air or in the oxygen used determine the electrode
potential in competition with the oxygen, increasing as
temperature drops [61]. This e�ect is the basis of the
development of hydrocarbon sensors today.

For the clari®cation of the properties of solid elec-
trolyte ceramics with tungsten oxide and cerium dioxide,
which Baur preferred to the Nernst mass [22, 37±39] and
which were used repeatedly by other authors, the
transport numbers of the electronic charge carriers in
tungstates of Ce, Ca and Zn were determined in oxi-
dising and reducing conditions and compared with those
of Zr0.85Ca0.15O1.85 [62]. The electronic transport
through tungstates, depending strongly on temperature,
as observed, excluded their application in fuel cells, be-
cause the electronic conductivity reduces the e�ciency of
fuel cells with decreasing current to zero, as has been
shown theoretically [40, 46] but is often ignored.

For the understanding of the oxide ion conduction of
the mixed oxides, there was the problem already seen by
Wagner [27] that the radius of the oxide ions is larger
than that of all cations in the crystals. As well as the
concentration, it is always the mobility of the charge
carriers which determines the conductivity of homoge-
neous bodies. By space-geometrical considerations it
could be shown [46, 63] that the ¯uorite lattice in par-
ticular o�ers better possibilities for the motion of the
larger anions than it does for the smaller cations; ob-
viously a more favourable space structure does not ex-
ist. Furthermore, from geometrical calculations
corresponding to the ``excluded volume model'' [64] it
can be shown that with decreasing radius of the cations
down to a lower limit the possibilities for the motion of
cations grow more unfavourable and those of the an-
ions grow more favourable. Several measurements of
conductivities con®rm the in¯uence of cation size [65±
68]. The result is also supported by the determination of
the ion mobilities in Na2S, which possesses anti¯uorite
structure and reaches the highest known sodium ion
conductivity [69].

That the cations are ®rmly held in their places in the
oxide ion conductors has much importance for the long-
term stability of fuel cells. The interpretation of the low
cation mobility supported the suggestion of incorpo-
rating polyvalent cations in layers of mixed oxides with
¯uorite structure and producing stable electrodes at the
oxide ion conductors by sintering [70] (aiming at a
continuous series of mixed crystals with the electrolyte
material, contrary to the demand of Schottky [41]). The
layers of mixed conductors should ensure ideal condi-
tions for the conduction of oxide ions and electrons and
hence for transfer reactions in the electrodes. After
these ideas had been represented in the Class of
Chemistry of the Academy of Sciences in Berlin in 1958
[71] there were substantial doubts in the discussion; a
statistical mixing of all the di�erent cations in a ho-
mogeneous solid phase at high temperatures was con-
sidered to be very probable. These doubts induced
investigations with radionuclides [72, 73] which con-
®rmed the low mobility of the cations in mixed oxides
with ¯uorite structure, in accordance with the results of
Rhodes and Carter [74].

It turned out to be a misconception to think that
even small concentrations of polyvalent cations in ox-
idic ¯uorite mixed phases produce a high electronic
conductivity [75]. Layers with a high concentration of
praseodymium at the cathode and a high concentration
of cerium at the anode had to be realized in order to
achieve anything near the conductivities aimed at [76].
Stable layers in both electrodes were obtained only with
uranium as a cause of electronic conduction together
with a good oxide ion conductivity. In the layers of
mixed conductors, the course of the electrode reactions
was to be extended from the three borderlines to over
the whole area. This idea was con®rmed by the result
that thin mixed conducting interlayers between the pure
electrolyte and the metallic conductor considerably re-
duced polarisation phenomena [77] and led to high
current densities [78].

Following the investigations into model fuel cells, the
possibilities for technical use in energy production from
coal or fuel gases, for the electrolysis of water vapour
and carbon dioxide, and for the separation of oxygen
from air were considered in 1958 (H.-H. MoÈ bius, un-
published paper ``Zur Nutzanwendung von Fest-
elektrolytelementen''Ðre¯ections on [46]). For the
attainable performance density discussed already by
Schottky [40] and Baur [22], the calculations for an
electrochemical turnover of 95% demonstrated high gas
¯ow rates and a temperature change of nearly 340 K
between entering and leaving the aggregate of cells
(Fig. 5b). After the experience with ceramic bodies,
such requirements would obviously only be met with
tubular cells. Even under favourable conditions only
60% e�ciency was attained when the heat of the ex-
haust gases was used for the endothermic gasi®cation of
coal or for driving heat engines downstream of the fuel
battery. In the plan for an aggregate of cells, series
connection was not intended; current was to be taken
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from tube cells 1 m long with contacting loose electronic
conducting material poured into and between the cells.
This conception, corresponding to that of Baur (Fig. 4),
was to be turned down because the conductivity of
available electronic conductors is much too low, and the
resistance of the ®lling to high gas ¯ow rates too high.

The early development of technically usable solid
electrolyte fuel cells

Wagner initiated exhaustive investigations of solid ox-
ide fuel cells with his paper of 1943 [27] in Germany and
apparently with his paper of 1957 [56] in several other
countries. After 1960, a rapidly increasing number of
applications for patents were ®led (only some of the
early ones are mentioned here).

In the USA, during a short period in 1961/62, pat-
ents were taken out by four companies on solid elec-
trolyte fuel cells, partly with series connection [80±86].
With knowledge of the oxide-ion conductivity of sta-
bilized zirconia, the old ideas of carbon combustion in
fuel cells [29, 30, 37] were also tested (Fig. 6).

The ®rst publication in English on the new path, ``A
solid electrolyte fuel cell'' by Weissbart and Ruka came
out in 1962 [87]. At that time systems for energy supply
in space ships were an important goal for which expense
was no obstacle. From February 1962 to April 1963 in
Westinghouse Electric, a team of 16 persons under the
leadership of Archer developed solid electrolyte fuel
batteries. Parallel ¯at-plate and tubular cells platinum
electrodes were produced, optimized, and connected in
series using a gold-nickel solder [52]. Flat solid elec-
trolytes did not lead to great success; they resulted in
bulky batteries and caused greater di�culties with
sealing problems, in contrast to the tubular cells using a
bell-and-spigot joint (Fig. 7). The main problem was
the platinum anodes, which do not withstand prolonged

current loading; they tended to come loose from the
electrolyte and peeled o�, probably due to the water
vapour formed.

In Europe, Palguyev and Volchenkova published
conductivity measurements on the ``Problem of solid
electrolytes for fuel cells'' in 1958, among others for the
system 3 ZrO2 á 2CeO2 + 10 mass-% CaO [88]. From
1960 onwards, results of a broadly based research
program on cells with oxidic solid electrolytes appeared
at a steady rate from the Ural branch of the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR [89] (under the leadership of
Karpachov). Tannenberger, who started in 1959 in the
Battelle Institute in Geneva (H. Tannenberger, private
communication), presented in a patent ®led in May
1962 the idea of solid oxide fuel cells consisting of a
porous ceramic material as a carrier and thin layers of
the cathode, electrolyte and anode upon this carrier
[90]. From the Battelle Institute in Frankfurt, Sandstede
reported in September 1962 in Rome on the electro-
chemical oxidation of hydrocarbons by means of a
converter upstream of a solid electrolyte fuel cell model
[91] (Fig. 8). In December 1962, Kleitz presented in
France his ®rst contribution concerning a zirconia fuel
cell Ag-O2/graphite (J. Besson, C. Deportes, M. Kleitz
(1962) 1er Colloque sur les piles aÁ combustible. Bellevue,
6 deÂ c. Contrat de recherches 61 FR 136, private com-
munication) [92]. In the ®rst British patent on the sub-
ject, ®led in August 1963 [93], it was intended to form
fuel cells by depositing layers on a porous metallic
carrier. In Japan, Takahashi, after investigations with

Fig. 6 Pyrolytic carbon anode fuel cell with zirconia electrolyte
crucible investigated at General Electric by Tragert (1961) [80, 103]

Fig. 7 Cross section of two solid electrolyte fuel cells of the bell-and-
spigot type with shunt current paths in the seal region developed at
Westinghouse Electric by Archer et al. (1962/64) [52, 53]
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alkali carbonate electrolytes, published in 1964 his ®rst
results obtained on fuel cells with oxidic solid electro-
lytes [94].

Most developments were started with conductivity
measurements for optimizing the solid electrolytes.
Some very expensive rare earths, especially ytterbium
oxide, were used [95] to achieve highest conductivities,
and ternary systems (ZrO2-Y2O3-Yb2O3 [96], ZrO2-
Y2O3-MgO [97]) were investigated to cut down the
costs. As a rule, Al2O3 was added to achieve gastight
sintering products [95±98]. As early as 1963, the e�ect of
grain boundary conductivity was investigated [99], and
the decrease of conductivity with time was seen as a sign
of aging of the oxide ion conductors, caused by disor-
der-order transitions in which the statistical distribution
of the cations and oxide ions in the lattice changed to an
ordered state [100, 101]. Alterations of the composition
in¯uence the e�ect substantially [102].

Surveys of the activities started were carried out by
the international fuel cell meetings in 1965, 1967 and
1969 in Brussels. There, results on solid oxide fuel cells
were published in 1965 by General Electric [103], from
the Battelle-Institut in Geneva, [66, 104] and from the
Universities of Grenoble [105], Nagoya [106] and
Greifswald [79].

First investigations of polarisation phenomena in
solid oxide fuel cells were delivered by the research
groups in Swerdlowsk [89, 109], Frankfurt [91], Gre-
noble [105] and Nagoya [106]. Fuel cells with cerium-
lanthanum mixed oxides were investigated in detail by
Takahashi et al. [106] after some earlier investigations
[46, 88]. The polarisation phenomena observed were
much smaller at the anode than at the cathode or with
CaO-stabilized ZrO2 at anode and cathode. At the an-
ode, by partial reduction of the solid electrolyte, a
mixed conductor (solid solution of Ce2O3 in CeO2) and
with this an electrode with depolarising interlayer was
formed. The electronic transition of the solid electrolyte
Ce0.6La0.4O1.8 used in an O2/H2,H2O cell in the range
600±1000°C was admittedly between 12 and 22%. Ba-
uerle was the ®rst to investigate the polarisation of solid
electrolyte cells in depth by determining the complex
admittance method in 1969 [110].

The mobility of the oxide ions in Zr0.85Ca0.15O1.85

was determined using 18O/16O isotope exchange be-
tween solid and gas phase by Kingery et al. in 1959 [111]
and more precisely by Simpson and Carter in 1965
[112]. The method extended by Steele et al. [113] to
further materials for solid oxide fuel cells serves today
for the clari®cation of fundamental questions of elec-
trode processes, such as exchange current density and
electrocatalysis.

The development of electrode materials has always
been the focal point of work on solid oxide fuel cells. For
the problem of poor adhesion of the anode layers, which
became obvious in 1963 [52], Spacil as early as 1964 found
the now well-known solution of using layers of nickel
closely mixed with solid electrolyte material [114].

It was considerably more di�cult to ®nd a suitable
cathode material. Indium oxide with di�erent additives
was proposed in 1966 [115] and frequently used (e. g.
[116±118]). An optimized material with the polyvalent
uranium ions in mixed oxides with ¯uorite structure
suitable for sintering on solid oxide electrolytes without
phase boundaries was developed by Tannenberger in
1967 [119, 120]. It has proved to be a favourable

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of the solid electrolyte fuel cell with
converter investigated at Battelle Institute, Frankfurt, by Binder et al.
(1962) [91]

Fig. 9a, b Solid oxide fuel cell con-
cepts with ¯at-plate designs. a Shaped
disks in a battery proposal of Brown,
Boveri by Baukal (1965) [107]. b Flat
disks between shaped junctions in a
battery proposal from the University of
Grenoble by Deportes et al. (1967)
[108]
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interlayer in cathodes and anodes [117, 118]. For the
development of cathodes and materials for the con-
nection of electrodes in batteries the introduction of the
oxidic electronic conductors with perovskite struc-
ture is of particular importance. The development of
La1-xSrxCoO3 for the air electrode of solid oxide fuel
cells marked the beginning [121], and this was followed
in 1967 by the recommendation of PrCoO3 [122] and of
mixtures of the oxides of Pr, Cr, Ni and Co [123]. But as
late as 1969 it was noted in a review [124] that: ``It is
apparent that a fully satisfactory air electrode for high-
temperature zirconia electrolyte fuel cells is still lack-
ing.''

From 1964, solid electrolyte fuel cells and oxygen
sensors were investigated in the research laboratories of
Brown Boveri under the leadership of ROHR (F.J.
Rohr, private communication), and in this work be-
tween 1969 and 1973 more than 100 oxidic substances
were synthesised and tested for their usability [125].
LaNiO3 doped with Bi2O3 and LaMnO3 doped with
SrO proved to be particularly suitable, and from 1973
La0.84Sr0.16MnO3 was used exclusively (Fig. 10). Ad-
mittedly, manganese oxide had already been named in
1962 as a particularly suitable cathode material on zir-
conia solid electrolytes [86], but only in the perowskite
compound has it become the most important material
for cathodes so far.

For the electrodes of oxygen generators [128] in
investigations started in 1971, GdCoO3 from the
series of cobaltates of the rare earths was chosen
[129], which forms no low-conductivity layers during
the sintering process onto zirconia, has a consider-
ably better conductivity than lanthanum-strontium
manganite, and can serve for the direct connection
of the electrodes of the same kind in oxygen gene-
rators.

In the construction of solid electrolyte fuel cell bat-
teries, two basic forms have been used up to now: tu-
bular cells (see Figs. 2, 4±7, and 10±12), which are more

Fig. 10 High temperature fuel cell system for the conversion of
methane of Brown, Boveri (1972) [126, 127]

Fig. 11 Review of proposals for connecting self-supporting tubular
solid electrolyte fuel cells electrically in series 1974 [130]
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Fig. 12a, b Westinghouse genera-
tor constructed of solid oxide fuel
cells of tubular geometry. a Per-
spective sketch showing the ®ve
components of a single cell (1982)
[131]. b Multi-cell generator mod-
ule design concept [133]

Fig. 13a, b Flat solid electrolyte fu-
el cell stacks with cross-¯ow design.
a Corrugated monolithic fuel cell
array of the Argonne National
Laboratory containing alternate fuel
and air layers rotated 90° with
respect to that shown in the ®gure
(1986) [134]. b Planar stack concept
of Dornier (1991) [135]

Fig. 14a, b Sulzer HEXIS (heat ex-
changer integrated stack) SOFC
system initiated in 1991 [136].
a Cross section of a ®ve-cell stack.
b HEXIS 1-kW thermally self-sus-
taining system containing 40 cells
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stable against mechanical and thermal stress, and pla-
nar cells (see Figs. 3, 8, 9, 13, and 14), which seem to be
considerably more fragile. A remarkable stepforward
was the development from 1970 by Isenberg of the
method of EVD (electrochemical vapour deposition)
[132], which is used in the preparation of Westinghouse
cells (Fig. 12) for the perfect closing of the pores in solid
electrolyte and interconnecting layers.

The connection of fuel cells in series to form bat-
teries, which at ®rst was carried out by soldering, was
often attempted (and as it is possible in the case of
oxygen generators) by mere overlapping of the anode
and cathode of consecutive cells (see for example [137,
138]). Only gradually did it become clear that the in-
terconnecting material, which has to be a good elec-
tronic conductor and withstand both oxidizing and
reducing gases for prolonged periods, is an indispens-
able component of batteries of solid electrolyte fuel cells
[139]. Most often the development of interconnections
is aimed at an oxide ceramic material, and frequently
lanthanum-strontium chromite, already described in
detail in 1969 [140], is modi®ed. However, particularly
for planar concepts (see for example Fig. 14), special
metallic materials, already considered in 1967 [141] are
also used, e. g. the alloys of chromium with 5% Fe and
1% Y2O3 [142].

Already by 1970 the results of investigations on
electrical properties and possibilities of the application
of solid oxide electrolytes were so numerous as to
make them very di�cult to survey. A comprehensive
review by Etsell and Flengas includes 674 references
[143]. Thus, within a relatively short time, the basis was
established on which the broad technologically orien-
tated development of solid oxide fuel cells proceeds
today.

Conclusion

A ®rst version of the history of solid electrolyte fuel cells
was presented by the author at the Second European
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Forum, May 6±10, 1996 in Oslo
with the request for discussion and supplementation.
Now a revised treatise is submitted, aimed at the focal
points and pioneering work in the development of the
fundamentals, essentially up to 1970. The direction of
developments in recent years could be indicated only
brie¯y.
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Appendix

Report of a session of the Academy of Science
on Monday, 17 October 1853
C.R. SeÂ ances Acad. Sciences (Paris) 37 (1853) 584±588
Physics ± Communication about a new class of gas cells
Member J.-M. Gaugain

In a previous communication (Comptes Rendus, session of 18 July
1853), I announced that a source of electricity is obtained by
bringing into contact two tubes of glass at high temperature, in
which one contains air and the other alcohol vapour, and I ob-
served that the electricity produced in this arrangement can be
attributed neither to the transfer of heat nor to the combustion;
today I am reporting to the Academy researches made by me to
determine the actual cause of the generation of this electricity.

First I will describe a series of experiments which prove that
the new source of electricity possesses all essential properties of an
aqueous-electrical cell.

1. If an aqueous-electrical cell is brought into contact with a ca-
pacitor, then it is su�cient to maintain the connection for one
moment to reach the maximum charge tolerated by the ca-
pacitor and the cell; I have ascertained that the gas cell air/
alcohol vapour also possesses the property of charging the ca-
pacitor immediately.

2. If di�erent capacitors are brought into contact with an aque-
ous-electrical cell successively, the quantities of electricity
provided by the cell are proportional to the areas of the ca-
pacitors, or, at least, increase with these areas; this property
can be ascertained easily by means of a leaf electroscope, about
which I reported to the Academy recently. This instrument,
being based on the property we are dealing with, is applicable
with success only if the investigated source shows this property;
if it were not the case, the use of the large auxiliary capacitor
would reduce the ®nal charge of the electroscope. Concerning
the gas cell air/alcohol vapour, there is an enormous di�erence
between the obtained performances, depending on whether the
auxiliary capacitor is used or one of the tubes is connected
directly with the capacitor of the electroscope; in the ®rst case
the charge is much greater than in the second case: the air/
alcohol vapour cell exhibits, as the aqueous-electrical cells, the
speci®c property of delivering a quantity of electricity which is
proportional (or approximately proportional) to the capacitor
area with which it is brought into contact.

3. When several aqueous-electrical cells are connected with their
terminals of contrary signs, and when the battery so formed is
brought into contact with a capacitor, the charge obtained
increases with the number of cells; I have observed that three
air/alcohol vapour cells in series give to a capacitor a stronger
charge than a single cell.

4. Furthermore, when the terminals of an aqueous-electrical cell
are connected by means of a metallic wire, this wire acquires
the ability to induce a magnetic de¯ection; I have ascertained
that an air/alcohol vapour cell in a closed circuit is also capable
of delivering a current easily detectable with a galvanometer.
Because of these observations, I believe that the source of

electricity which is the subject of this communication is to be
considered as a cell of a special kind; the principle of its action
remains to be determined. To do this I have carried out a great
number of experiments; I will concentrate on results which seem to
me to be the most conclusive.

First, I noticed that the platinum wire serving to bring the
tubes into contact with the earth or with a capacitor is replaceable
by a wire of gold, silver, copper or iron without changing the
results. From this, it can be deduced that the wires in the tubes
only play the role of conductors; this conclusion is the most
probable because, if the metallic wires were contributing to the
production of electricity, it would be di�cult to understand why
such di�erent metals as platinum and iron behave in the same way.
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The metallic wires being simple conductors, the next question
to be answered is: do the two gases contribute to the development
of electricity. For the clari®cation of the question I assembled a
row of gas cells with air, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, hy-
drogen, water vapour, ether vapour and alcohol vapour, and in-
vestigated these cells in the same way as the air/alcohol vapour cell.
Ether and water were placed, like alcohol, in a tube only closed at
one end; the other substances, which are gaseous at room tem-
perature, were enclosed in tubes sealed at both ends, with an
electrical connection between the inside of the tube and the outside
established by means of a ®ne platinum wire crossing the sealed
part; here are the results I obtained:

The air/oxygen cell gives no trace of electricity; all cells which
were assembled by combining gases other than air and oxygen give
no electrical generation either. On the other hand, when one part is
exposed to air or oxygen and the other to any of the gases enu-
merated above, the cell behaves exactly like the air/alcohol vapour
cell. Oxygen always produces positive electricity and the other gas
negative electricity; the charge of the capacitor seems to be the
same whatever gas is combined with oxygen.

When oxygen is mixed with another gas and when oxygen is
fairly concentrated, the mixture behaves as air or pure oxygen; but
when the oxygen concentration is very small, e.g. one hundredth,
then the mixture is ``resinous'' (negative) with respect to air or pure
oxgen and ``vitreous'' (positive) with respect to a gas free of oxygen.

The conclusion which seems to result from all these experi-
mental facts is that the electricity originates exclusively from the
action exercised between oxygen and glass, and that the gas in the
second tube only plays the role of a carrying gas; if the second gas
were contributing to the production of electricity, it would seem
strange that substances as di�erent as water, alcohol, carbon di-
oxide, hydrogen and nitrogen lead to identical results.

All my experiments were carried out with tubes of glass, but I
observed that the experiment by the Member of the Academy
Becquerel which prompted my investigations also works well with
a tube of porcelain, and I have no doubts that this substance can
replace the glass in all cases.

In all the investigations reported I used my leaf electroscope;
with this instrument all the experiments which I have described can
be repeated very easily whatever the atmosphere and without any
drastic precautions.

Other experiments, which I cannot report because of lack of
space, con®rm all the views expressed above; however, there is one
amongst them that ®rst seemed in contradiction, and for this
reason I will report it. When two tubes equally ®lled with air are
brought into contact, one connected with the earth by means of a
platinum wire and the other with the capacitor by means of an
iron wire well polished to remove any corrosion products, a very
strong charge of ``resinous'' (negative) electricity is obtained; if this
experiment is repeated several times with the same iron wire, the
charges obtained decrease until no signs of electricity are observed
when the oxidation has reached a certain extent. At ®rst sight, this
experiment seems to prove that the combination of iron with
oxygen produces electricity, but here are new observations show-
ing that this interpretation is erroneous:

1. If oxidation were the cause of the observed electricity, then the
same results would be obtained with metallic wires in the same
tube at a small distance from each other. I made sure with the
same leaf electroscope that it is impossible with this arrange-
ment to get any trace of electricity.

2. If oxidation were the cause of the development of electricity,
the surface of the iron wire would be the surface where the
``vitreous'' (positive) and ``resinous'' (negative) electricities
separate, whereas in reality this occurs on the surface of the
tube containing the iron wire. Indeed if the wire referred to is
not brought in connection with the capacitor but is left isolated
in its tube, and if a connection is established between this tube
and the capacitor by means of a platinum wire not touching
the iron wire, a charge with ``resinous'' (negative) electricity is
obtained as good as if the iron wire itself were connected with
the capacitor.

These observations show clearly that the oxidation of iron is
not (at least directly) the cause of the observed electricity; it seems
to me that this cause resides in the change in the composition of
the gas enclosed in the small space separating the glass from the
iron wire. As long as the oxidation lasts, the surface of the glass
located in the immediate neighbourhood of iron is in contact with
nearly pure nitrogen, so that in reality it works as an N2/O2 cell; at
®rst this interpretation might seem singular, but here is an ex-
periment demonstrating its appropriateness. I said above that the
charges of ``resinous'' (negative) electricity delivered from the tube
which contains the iron wire disappear when iron gets fully oxi-
dized: this occurs when the tube is open; but when the tube is
sealed at both ends and is so narrow that it is nearly completely
®lled by the iron wire, the electricity production does not stop
when iron is oxidized but persists inde®nitely. This result can be
explained, I think, only with the assumption made by me that the
electricity is generated by the modi®cation that the combustion of
iron induces in the surrounding gas. This modi®cation comes to an
end when the tube is open, but remains permanently when the tube
is closed. This last analysis con®rms the views expressed above
about the action principle of the gas cell.

Special terms used by the translater to give better understanding
by a modern reader:

Hydro-electrique Aqueous-electrical
Couple gazeux Gas cell
EÂ lectroscope aÂ double condensation; Leaf electroscope
Conducteur (gaseux) Carrier gas
Fluide eÂ lastique, ¯uide Gas
Acide carbonique Carbon dioxide
Az-O N2/O2

``resinous'' electricity Negative electricity
``vitreous'' electricity Positive electricity
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